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ABSTRACT. We write V ~ W to mean that the two linear topological spaces

V and W are linearly homeomorphic. In this paper we prove: (1) There

are compact spaces X, Y for which CP{X) ~ CP(Y) and xi-^O ¥■ X^X) are

satisfied. (2) For each infinite cardinal k, there are spaces X, Y for which

CP(X) ~ Cp{Y), x(X) = u) and ip[Y) = K. (3) For each infinite cardinal k,

there are spaces X, Y for which CP(X) ~ CP(Y), irx(X) = ui and nx(Y) = k.

All topological spaces considered here are Tychonoff spaces. For an arbitrary

topological space X, the space GP(X) (Ga(X) in [2], Cn(X) in [4]) is the set of all

real-valued continuous functions on X with the topology of pointwise convergence.

The space CP(X) is a linear topological space under the algebraic operations being

defined pointwise. We write V ~ W if two linear topological spaces V and W are

linearly homeomorphic. Topological spaces X, Y are said to be /-equivalent [1] if

CPiX) ~ CP{Y). The weak dual of CP(X) is denoted by LP(X). It is well known
that CPiX) ~ CPiY) if and only if LP(X) a LP(F) [5, 6]. Further, each topological
space X is embedded in LP(X) as a Hamel basis. Hence, if compact spaces X and

Y are /-equivalent, then x(K) < |BP(AT)| < |fiw x A^l < 2" • 2*(*>.

In this note we will establish the following results.

EXAMPLE 1. There are /-equivalent compact spaces X and Y for which x(^) =

w and x(^) = 2W are satisfied.

EXAMPLE 2. For each infinite cardinal k, there are /-equivalent countably com-

pact normal spaces X and Y for which x(^) = *I>(X) = w and x(^) = Í*{Y) = K

are satisfied.

EXAMPLE 3. For each infinite cardinal /c, there are /-equivalent topological

spaces X and Y for which ttx(X) = u and trx(Y) = k. are satisfied.

Let F be a subspace of a topological space X. We define CP(X;Y) = {/ €

GP(X): /(K) = {0}}. Pavlovskii [5] showed the following lemma.

LEMMA 1.   If Y is a retract of a space X, then CP(X) ~ CP(Y) x CP(X; Y).

For a closed subset F of a normal space X, let X/Y be the quotient space of

X obtained by collapsing Y to one point *. In this case, the following lemma is a

tedious exercise.

LEMMA 2.   Gp(A:;F)~Gp(X/r;*).
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1. Example 1. Let us recall the Alexandroff double circle Gi U C2 [3]. The

underlying set of this compact space is the union of two concentric circles G¿ =

{(x,y) e R2: x2 -Yy2 = i}, where i = 1,2. The subspace Gi is the unit circle S1

with its natural topology and the subspace C2 is a discrete space of cardinality 2U.

Obviously Gi is a retract of Gi U C2.

CLAIM  1.  Let A(2W) be the one-point compactification of a discrete space of

cardinality 2U. Then CpiS1 © A(2W)) ~ CP(CX U C2).

PROOF. Let o be a point of C2. Then

Gp(Gi U G2) ~ Cpid U {C2 - {a})) x Cp{{a})

m Cpid) x Cpid U (G2 - {a}); Gi) x R

tx Cpid) x CpUd U (G2 - {a}))/Ci; *) x R

~ Cpid) x Gp((Gi U (G2 - {a}))Id)

~ CpiS1) x CP{A{2")) ~ CpiS1 © A(2")).

Since x(Gi UG2) = w and x(Sx © A(2W)) = 2W, it follows that the desired example

is obtained.

2. Example 2. For each infinite cardinal k, let W{k -Y 1) be the space of all

ordinals less than k -Y 1 with the usual interval topology. Let V{k + 1) be the

subspace of W{k -Y 1) consisting of all ordinals whose cofinality is less than ujx.

LEMMA 3. Let F{k -Y 1) be the subspace of all limit points in V{k -Y 1). Then

F{k -Y 1) is a retract ofV{n -Y 1).

PROOF. For each a in V(k -Y 1), let

r(a) = min{/?: a < ß, ßeF(K-Y 1)}.

Then r : V(k + 1) —► F(k + 1) is a retraction.

CLAIM 2. Let A(k) be the one-point compactification of a discrete space of

cardinality k. Then Cp(A(k) © F(k -Y 1)) =s Cp(V(k + 1)).

Proof.

Cp(V(k -Y 1)) a R x CP(V(k + 1))

~ R x Cp(V(k -y 1); F(k + 1)) x Cp{F{n + 1))

~ R x Cp{V{k -Y 1)/F{k + 1); *) x Cp{F{k + 1))

~ Cp(V(k -Y 1)1 F{k -Y 1)) x Cp{F{k -Y 1))

an Cp((V(k -Y 1)/F(k -Y 1)) © F{k + 1)).

Since V{k + 1) is countably compact, the quotient space V(/c + l)/F(/c 4-1) must

be homeomorphic with the space A(k). Hence

Cp{V{k -Y 1)) a Gp(A(/c) © F(k + 1)).

It is obvious that

x(V(jc + 1)) = ^(V(* + 1))»w,

x(A(/c) © F(« + 1)) = V(A(/c) © F(« + 1)) = K.

3. Example 3. First consider regular cardinals. For each infinite regular car-

dinal A, let Í7(A + 1) be the subspace of W{\ -Y 1) consisting of all ordinals a such

that cf(a) < u or a = A.
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Claim 3. CP(U(\ + 1)) ~ CP(U(\ + l)/{w, A}).

Proof.

CP(U(X + 1)) ~ CP(U(X + 1); {w, A}) x Cp({oj, A})

~Gp(f/(A + l)/{w,A};*)xÄ2

~Gp(í/(A + l)/{w,A})xií

*Cp(U(\ + Ï)/{u>,\}).

Note that nx(U(X -Y 1)) = A, ttx(U(X -Y l)/{w, A}) = w. Now consider a singular

cardinal k and let {Aa: a < cf(/c)} be a transfinite sequence of regular cardinals

such that

sup{AQ : a < cf(/c)} = k.

Let T(k) be the topological sum of {U(Xa -Y 1): a < cf(rc)}, and let S(k) be the

topological sum of {U(Xa -Y l)/{u,Xa}: a < cf(/c)}. Then, by Theorem 2.6 in [4],

Cp(T{k))^Cp(S(k)).

Further, it is obvious that ttx(T(k)) = k, ttx(S(k)) = cj.
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